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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Titomic Limited ACN 602 793 644 (“Titomic” or the
“Company”) to provide summary information about Titomic and their activities as at the
date of this presentation. The

information in this presentation is of a general nature and does not purport to be complete
and may change without notice. This presentation is not a recommendation to buy Titomic
shares and undue reliance should not be placed on the information or opinions contained in
this presentation for investment purposes as it does not consider your investment
objectives, financial position or needs. These factors should be considered, with
professional advice, when deciding if an investment is appropriate.

This presentation includes forward-looking statements that reflect Titomic’s intentions,
beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, Titomic’s results of
operations, financial condition, liquidity, performance, prospects, growth, strategies and the
industry in which Titomic operates. These forward- looking statements are subject to risks,
uncertainties and assumptions and other factors, many of which are beyond the control of
Titomic. Titomic cautions you that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and that its actual results of operations, financial condition, liquidity,
performance, prospects, growth or opportunities and the development of the industry in
which Titomic operates may differ materially from those made in or suggested by the
forward-looking statements contained in this presentation. In addition, Titomic does not
guarantee any rate of return or the performance of Titomic nor does it guarantee the
repayment or maintenance of capital or any particular-tax treatment.

Investors should note that past performance may not be indicative of results of
developments in the future periods and cannot be relied upon as an indicator of (and
provides no guidance as to) Titomic’s future performance. Titomic, its related bodies
corporate and each of their respective directors, officers and employees expressly disclaim
any obligation or undertaking to review, update or release any update of or revisions to any
forward-looking statements in this presentation or any change in Titomic’s expectations or
any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which these forward-looking
statements are based, except as required by applicable law or regulation.

Subject to any continuing obligation under applicable law or any relevant listing rules of the
ASX, Titomic disclaims any obligation to disclose any updates or revisions to any forward-
looking statements in these materials to reflect any change in expectations in relation to
any forward-looking statements or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on
which any statement is based. Nothing in these materials shall

under any circumstances create an implication that there has been no change in the affairs
of Titomic since the date of this presentation.

This presentation contains summary information about Titomic and its activities, which is
current as at the date of this presentation. The information included in this presentation is
of a general nature and does not purport to be complete nor does it contain all the
information which a prospective investor should consider when making an investment
decision. Each recipient of this presentation should make its own enquiries and
investigations regarding all information in this presentation including but not limited to the
assumptions, uncertainties and contingencies which may affect further operations at
Titomic and the impact that different future outcomes may have on Titomic. This
presentation has been prepared without taking account of any person’s investment
objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making an investment decision, prospective
investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having

regard to their own objectives, financial situation and needs, make their own assessment of
the information and seek legal, financial, accounting and taxation advice appropriate to
their jurisdiction in relation to the information and any action taken on the basis of the
information.

The information included in this presentation has been provided to you solely for your
information and background and is subject to updating, completion, revision and
amendment and such information may change materially. Unless required by applicable law
or regulation, no person (including Titomic,) is under any obligation to update or keep
current the information contained in this presentation and any opinions expressed in
relation thereto are subject to change without notice. No representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made as to the fairness, currency, accuracy, reasonableness or
completeness of the information contained herein. Neither Titomic nor any other person
accepts any liability and Titomic, its related bodies corporate and their respective directors,
officers and employees, to the maximum extent permitted by law, expressly disclaim all
liabilities for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from this presentation or its
contents.

The distribution of this presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and
persons into whose possession this presentation comes should inform themselves about
and observe any such restrictions.
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What is the vision for Titomic?

Increased sustainability
Repair rather than replace

Lower cost to manufacture
Manufacture to near net shape

Shortened supply chains
Manufacture on demand from powder

To provide cutting edge capability for production and protection of 

parts with high-performance materials, at speed and scale.

Increased up time
Immediate impact on bottom line
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Up Time
Increases lead to stronger earnings

Supply Chain
Disruptions due to ongoing and possible conflicts

Sustainability
Easier to replace than to repair

Costs
Rising material and manufacturing prices

What problem is being solved?

Additive 
Manufacturing

Cold Spray Coatings 
& Repairs

How does Titomic 
provide solutions?

What are the problems?

Defence & Aerospace

Resources

Manufacturing

Which sectors are 
targeted?

Titomic shortens supply chains, reduces costs, and increases sustainability and up time
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Titomic targets large, fast growing markets

1 . https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/aerospace-defense-global-market-report
2. https://www.mordor intel l igence.com/industry-reports/global-glass-bott les-containers-market-industry
3. https://www.gminsights.com/industry-analysis/oi l-and-gas-infrastructure-market

4. Wohlers Report  2020
5. GrandView Research,  Cold Spray Technology Market  Analysis 2023
6. Matt ingly Consult ing,  2023

Defence & Aerospace
2022: $1,076b

5.9% CAGR to 20271

Manufacturing – Glass Packaging 
2021: $75b6

4.4% CAGR to 20282

Resources - Oil & Gas Infrastructure
2021: $620b

6% CAGR to 20303

Burgeoning markets Demand for Titomic solutions 
growing exponentially 

Additive Manufacturing
2020: $12.8b

25% CAGR to 20274

Cold Spray Coatings & Repairs
2022: $1b

6.4% CAGR to 2030 5

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/aerospace-defense-global-market-report
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/global-glass-bottles-containers-market-industry
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210730005481/en/Global-General-Manufacturing-Industry-2020-to-2027---Key-Market-Trends-and-Drivers---ResearchAndMarkets.com
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210730005481/en/Global-General-Manufacturing-Industry-2020-to-2027---Key-Market-Trends-and-Drivers---ResearchAndMarkets.com
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210730005481/en/Global-General-Manufacturing-Industry-2020-to-2027---Key-Market-Trends-and-Drivers---ResearchAndMarkets.com
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210730005481/en/Global-General-Manufacturing-Industry-2020-to-2027---Key-Market-Trends-and-Drivers---ResearchAndMarkets.com
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Leadership with proven industry experience

Herbert Koeck
Managing Director

Jon Nield
Chief Financial Officer

Dominic Parsonson
Head of Sales & Marketing

Chris Healy
Legal Counsel 
Company Secretary

Michael Rochford
General Manager Australia

Klaas Rozema
General Manager Europe

Bruce Colter

General Manager USA

Neil Matthews
Senior Technical Fellow

A combined 165 years of cold spray experience across the staff and board

Humphrey Nolan
Non-Executive Chairman

Mira Ricardel
Non-Executive Director

Andreas Schwer
Non-Executive Director

Dag Stromme

Non-Executive Director

Richard Willson

Non-Executive Director

Board of 
Directors

Leadership 
Team

Beau Lang
Business Operations
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TKF 9000 (Custom) TKF 1000 ISB Series D523 & D623
• High pressure Cold Spray additive 

manufacturing and coating
• High pressure Cold Spray additive 

manufacturing and coating
• Low or medium pressure Cold Spray 

coating
• Low and medium pressure Cold Spray 

coatings

• Demonstration of Titomic’s ability to 
engineer and construct bespoke AM 
systems

• Build volume of 40.5m3

• Designed for prototyping and low 
volume production tasks

• Build volume of 0.75m3

• Robotic or linear coating system
• Automated loading and unloading of 

parts
• Utilises D523 or D623 core cold spray 

system

• Modular portable repair system
• Designed for robotic or manual repair 

and coatings

• Deployed in the Titomic Melbourne 
Bureau

• 1st gen system operating at Titomic 
Melbourne Bureau

• 2nd gen system installed at TWI (UK)

• Ideal for R&D deployment or as a base 
for customised automated coating 
systems

• Deployable for in-field repairs

Titomic Machine/Solutions Portfolio
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Routes to Market

Joint Ventures

System sale to JV company

Ongoing revenue stream of powders 
and consumables

Ongoing dividend paid to Titomic from 
JV company profits

Direct Sales Direct to customer sales of systems 
and consumables

Resellers Enabling cost-effective regional 
coverage

What do we sell and how do we sell it?
Systems and consumables, with multiple routes to market

Product Offer

Systems

Broad range of machine solutions
• TKF Series
• ISB Series
• D Series
• DuraMold™ Systems

Consumables

Recurring revenue stream
Each system requires:
• Powders 
• Nozzles
• Parts
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Technology 

trigger

Peak of 
inflated 

expectations Trough of disillusionment
Slope of 

enlightenment
Plateau of 

productivity

Where are we on the journey?
Significant Events

FY14-18 FY19-20 FY21-23 FY24

Revenue

Ex
pe

ct
at

io
ns

/R
ev

en
ue

/S
ha

re
 P

ric
e

1. CSIRO development 2014 to 2017
2. $6.5m IPO Sep 17
3. TAUV MoU Oct 18
4. $12m Cap Raise Apr 19
5. Further patents licensed Feb 19
6. $7m Cap Raise Jul 19
7. Composite tech deal Feb 20
8. $19m Cap raise Feb 20
9. Board changes Jun 20

10. Management changes Dec 20
11. Herbert appointed CEO May 21
12. Tri-D Acquisition Jul 21
13. TWI TKF 1000 sale Aug 21
14. Space Grant Aug 21
15. $11m Cap Raise Oct 21
16. Dycomet Acquisition Dec 21
17. Neos & Repkon JV signed Jun 22
18. $5.1m Cap Raise Dec 22
19. Vetropack Installed Mar 23
20. Boeing purchase order Mar 23
21. Triton purchase order Mar 23
22. Anywise 3rd reseller added in US May 23

Share Price

18109
7
8654321 11 12

13
14 15 16 17 19

Gartner Hype Cycle

Completed development and moving to commercialisation

FY18
0.3 m

FY19
1.5 m

FY20
2.0 m

FY21
2.0 m

FY22
5.3 m
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What progress has been made?
Category Application FY23 FY2024 FY2025 FY2026 FY2027 FY2027

A
er

os
pa

ce
 &

 D
ef

en
ce

Armaments

JV with Repkon signed
Production in Australia
Delivery of custom system – TKF3250R
Production in JV
New product lines added

Ballistics
Testing to STANAG Lvl 2
Engagement with industry partner
Route to market identified

Radiation 
Shielding

Demonstrations with space grant
Engagement with Fleetspace 
Launch on Fleetspace vehicle

Structures
Demonstration of titanium structures
Engagement with aerospace prime for flight qualifications
Ongoing manufacturing of structures

Tooling Engagement with companies for JVs
Ongoing production of Tooling faceplates in JV

M
an

uf
ac

tu
rin

g

Wear 
Resistance

Glass Solution installed at Vetropack
Business case developed
Sales to other glass packaging companies

Repairs & 
Corrosion

Validation of repairs for rail application
Repairs of automotive casting tools

Re
so

ur
ce

s

Energy D523 validated for Wind Energy Repairs
System installed in Alaska

Mining and Oil 
& Gas

Approved supplier for Diesel Engine Repair
Multiple D523's in market

Performance to plan with progress across focus applications
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How mature is Cold Spray?

Cold Spray continues to mature 
towards widespread industrial use in 
Additive Manufacturing

In coatings & repairs, Cold Spray is 
already in industrial use, with room 
for growth to rival other thermal 
spray processes

Source: data from AMPower 2023 Report, adapted by Titomic

Widespread industrial use

Industrial use

First applications

Prototype system

Powder Bed 
Fusion

Directed Energy Deposition

Wire Arc
Binder Jetting

Cold Spray AM

Cold Spray Coatings

Thermal Spray Coatings

0

1

2

3

4

5

0 1 2 3 4 5

In
du

st
ria

lis
at

io
n 

In
de

x

Technology Maturity Index

2020

Proof of concept

Additive Manufacturing

Coatings Technology

Coatings in industrial use and AM on the cusp
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Our rapidly growing trusted global customer base
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Wear Resistance

Glass Equipment Coatings

Targeting glass manufacturing industries

Titomic maximising uptime

Value Proposition
• Extending the life of equipment

• Restoring damaged parts to original

• Replacing worn-out or corroded metal parts

• Portable in-field repairs in compact areas

Progress
• Installation of first automated commercial production 

machine

• Extending material portfolio to expand applications to 
adjacent use cases

• Engagement of more customers globally

Market
• Glass packaging industry worth $75b growing at CAGR 4.4%

• Revenue will flow from sales of powder, nozzles, consumables 
and servicing
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Structures
For lighter stronger titanium components

• Affordable titanium structures

• Near-net shape manufacturing

• Low-cost HDH titanium powder

• Melt-free manufacturing process

• Energy, emissions & environmental benefits

Value proposition

Titanium Ring Partially machined Titanium Ring 1.4m diameter Seamless Titanium Tank

Progress
• Material optimisation completed for CP Titanium

• Engineering projects underway for technical and 
manufacturing processes

• High value-added applications identified

• Samples with major customer for application approval

Market
• High end steel manufacturing 

• Existing Titanium manufacturing

Structures

Exploiting Titomic’s technology and cost 
benefits for lightweight, rapidly 
manufactured solutions
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Armaments

Progress
• Repkon JV signed

• Demonstrator barrels supplied
• Qualification of demonstrators underway
• Machine 1 design  completed
• Machine 2 design in progress

• Further JVs to be explored globally

Market
• Revenue will be in the JVs (equity accounted) 

• Likely to commence from late 2023

• Revenues of up to $50 - 55m to FY27

Barrels

Targeting the Defence Industry

Repkon’s flowforming technology

Value Proposition
• Unique manufacturing solution for high performance 

barrels 

• The process combines the TKF system and Repkon’s
patented free flowforming technology

• Enabling better material selection for:

• Improved erosion and corrosion resistance

• Improved strength to weight ratios

• Higher velocity rounds

Titomic enabling high performance barrels
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Tooling

Tooling

Targeting the Aerospace & Defence 
Industries

Value Proposition
Offers numerous benefits for our partners and customers

• Improved lead times
• Near net shape – Minimal post-production and 

machining
• TKF process makes Titanium tooling a viable 

option (stronger, thinner, lighter, corrosion 
resistant)

• Reduced welding, assembly and lead times
• Multi-material solutions, for improved heat 

distribution
• Ability for embedded sensors, heating and cooling

Invar Face Plates Invar Repair Titanium Tooling

Titomic enabling a simplified supply chain

Progress
• Neos JV agreement signed

• Demonstrator faceplates supplied

• Machine design completed and quotation submitted

• Further JVs being explored globally (4 additional 
players already in pipeline)

Market
• Revenue will be in the JVs (equity accounted) 

• Likely to commence from mid 2023

• Revenues of up to $55-65m to FY27
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Coating & Repair

Coating and Repair

Targeting Mining, Oil & Gas, Transport and 
Marine Industries

Value Proposition
• Unique material solutions for repair

• Ability to restore geometries

• Repair in-situ

• Cold solid state repair process – no hot work

• Increase of functionality

Titomic extending asset life

Progress
• Proven process and materials

• Mature solutions platform

• Global sales network with off-the-shelf solution
• Growing quickly with resellers added regularly

Market
• Corrosion costs the global economy up to an estimated $2.5 

trillion annually

• The cost of corrosion remediation in Australia is estimated at 
$78b annually
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Unlocking unprecedented potential
Large & expanding market

• Strong tailwind with additive manufacturing 
market set to grow by 29% to 20251

• Buoyed by rapid prototyping, faster 
turnaround, less waste and lower emissions2

• Reduced costs and risks fuelling fourth 
industrial revolution

Unparalleled expertise
• New board of directors and management team 

with strong industry, government and capital 
markets experience

• Deep scientific pedigree including Technical 
Advisory Committee with world-renowned 
scientists

Global foothold

• Transitioning to formal joint venture partnerships
with shared risks and rewards

• Set to scale globally across aerospace, defence 
and other high-value markets

• Expansion underway with signed agreements in 
the US, Europe, Middle East and Australia

Proven process & industry leading technology 
platform

• Pioneering patented technology
co-developed with the CSIRO, Australia’s national science 
agency

• Strong cost advantage within Titanium alloys with patent 
protection

• Overcomes challenges like long lead times, limited scalability 
and excess waste seen in traditional manufacturing

Compelling business model with  attractive 
financial business profile

• Partnership manufacturing model with clients to deliver 
attractive unit economics with added benefit of sale of 
consumables and services

• Unique powder supply to reduce risk as well as cost of titanium 
parts while boosting performance

• Operating leverage will drive profitability

1 AMPower Report 2021
2 CSIRO study of Cold Spray vs Electroplating



Titomic – Head Office
Ground Floor, 365 Ferntree Gully Road
Mount Waverley, VIC 3149 Australia

Titomic USA
980 S. Amphlett Blvd.
San Mateo, California, 94402 USA

Titomic Europe
It Vegelinskampke 9a
8491 PD Akkrum, The Netherlands

info@titomic.com | titomic.com 
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